
Joint model setup and notation 

Prior to multivariate joint modeling, we performed a univariate joint model that included only 

FEV1 and time-to-first PE. To model the association between combinations of longitudinal FEV1 

and other outcomes together with time-to-first PE, we examined multivariate joint models.  We 

describe the notation using a particular multivariate joint model with two longitudinal 

outcomes, which can be generalized to the case of three outcomes (e.g. FEV1, WFA and HFA). 

Assuming n subjects, we let y1i(t) and y2i(t) denote the follow-up measurements (e.g., FEV1 and 

BMIp, respectively) for patient i (i = 1,…, n) at a specific time t. To describe the subject-specific 

evolution over time of the longitudinal outcomes, we rely on mixed-effects models. In 

particular we postulate  

𝑦1𝑖(t) = 𝑥1𝑖
𝑇 (𝑡)𝛽1 +  𝑧1𝑖

𝑇 (𝑡)𝑏1𝑖 +  𝜀1𝑖(𝑡) =  𝑚1𝑖(𝑡) + 𝜀1𝑖(𝑡)  

and 

𝑦2𝑖(t) = 𝑥2𝑖
𝑇 (𝑡)𝛽2 +  𝑧2𝑖

𝑇 (𝑡)𝑏2𝑖 +  𝜀2𝑖(𝑡) =  𝑚2𝑖(𝑡) + 𝜀2𝑖(𝑡) , 

where β1 and β2 denote the vector with the regression coefficients of the row vector of the 

design matrices for the fixed effects x1i
T (t) and x2i

T (t) and, z1i
T (t) and z2i

T (t) denote the row 

vectors of the design matrices for the random effects b1i and b2i. We included natural cubic 

splines to accommodate nonlinear progression of different covariate levels over age with 

respect to each longitudinal outcome, using an approach similar to our previous work in 

modeling nonlinear age-related FEV1 progression (5) (23). Furthermore, to build the correlation 

between FEV1 and BMIp, we assume a multivariate normal distribution for the random effects 

bi = {b1i, b2i}.  
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For the PE part, we let 𝑇𝑖 denote the observed failure time for patient i, taken as 𝑇𝑖 =

min(𝑇𝑖
∗, 𝐶𝑖) with 𝑇𝑖

∗ indicating the true failure time (occurrence of PE) that the 𝑖𝑡ℎ individual 

experiences the event and 𝐶𝑖 the censored time. To model the risks of the event, we postulate 

the proportional hazard model: 

hi(t) = h0(t) exp{ωi
Tγ +  a1m1i(t) + a2m2i(t)}, 

where 𝜔𝑖
𝑇 denotes row vectors of the design matrix of the baseline covariates, 𝛾 is the 

corresponding regression coefficients vector, and 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are the coefficients that link the 

longitudinal and event parts. Particularly, they denote the strength of the association between 

FEV1 and BMIp with onset of PE.  To better understand the connection between the event and 

longitudinal parts in our model, we explain the meaning of the 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 parameters. 

Specifically, for a one-unit increase in the underlying value of FEV1 for patient i, the hazard ratio 

is exp (a1) assuming that the baseline covariates and BMIp remain the same. Similarly, 

exp (a2) is the hazard ratio when the underlying value of BMIp for the i -th patient is increased 

by one unit assuming that the baseline covariates and FEV1 remain the same. 

 


